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Glassdoor, once known primarily as a site for salary information and an insider's peek into corporate culture, has grown by building up its job search features, 
putting it squarely in competition with the better-known LinkedIn. That could be good news for job seekers and employees who want salary bumps or better 
benefits. 

Today, companies recruiting employees are Glassdoor's primary revenue source. With its recent$50 million round of funding, Glassdoor intends to concentrate on 
expanding that business and increasing its international reach. 

A site for information related to jobs inevitably invites comparisons with LinkedIn. Robert Homman, Glassdoor's CEO and co-founder, told Motley Fool that his 
company's "highly transparent, gritty, real community" distinguishes it from LinkedIn and gives applicants a lot more information. He also said, "Of course, we are 
competing for recruiting dollars." 

Let's look at how the two sites stack up against each other. 

• By the numbers: LinkedIn boasts more than 225 million professional members. Glassdoor has less than 10% that -- slightly more than 20 million 
registered users. 

 

• The social network: On LinkedIn, individuals publicly identify themselves by their profiles. The network itself is the source of information for how 
you may be connected to a particular company, be it your current or former workplace or a business you follow. Glassdoor keeps employee 
information anonymous, though the service is accessible only to those who register with an email address or Facebook profile. Glassdoor mines 
Facebook information to let users know if you already are connected to someone at a particular company. Need an in at a particular company? 
Glassdoor will remind you if a Facebook Friend works there. 

• Filters on information: All the company information on LinkedIn comes from the businesses themselves. No one reviews this data in terms of 
opportunities, conditions, or salaries. Employees get some form of ranking in terms of endorsements, though some users discount these altogether, 
because of the way many people just check them off without much thought. Member recommendations are all publicly linked with names and jobs. 
Glassdoor offers insider information on companies, though it does not reveal the names of those supplying the data. Often, even the position held 
and some salary information is concealed to maintain anonymity. However, sometimes users share very specific points, like key interview questions 
they were asked at a particular company. 

What's free? LinkedIn allows anyone to have a free listing, though it constantly promotes premium services for individuals (as specified in the next section). 
Glassdoor doesn't charge individual members. Companies can also belong for free to monitor what is said about them, and they have the opportunity to respond. 

What do you pay for? LinkedIn professionals pay $7.95, $19.95, or $39.95 a month (when paid annually), depending on the level of extra services they want. 

Companies that wish to advertise jobs pay according to the number of positions and location. In the New York City area, a 30-day posting costs $395, while in 
places like Utah, the same ad costs $195. A five-job pack in NYC is $315 per job, while the same posting in other places is $155. A NYC 10-job pack is $237.50 per 
job; elsewhere, it costs $125. (Prices for job postings in the LA area fall between the two). 

Glassdoor's charges for postings depend on the number of jobs posted but not on the location. Businesses pay $199 per job posted for up to 10 jobs. If they have 
between 10 and 50 postings, they pay $999 per month. Anything above that is a custom package. 

Success for both companies as job sites depends on luring businesses. LinkedIn, undoubtedly, reaches a far larger pool of people. However, Glassdoor's more 
economical packages, combined with the information resources to keep applicants well informed, may prove very attractive to employers. After all, it's better to 
have fewer applicants who know what they're getting into than a huge number sending out resumes to every possible opening. Glassdoor is one job site to watch. 
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